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This session first noted the incredible importance to the community of paper reviewing, as well
as letter writing and prize nominating. While these activities are largely anonymous, the social
value is great, and the committees that read these recommendations know your identity and greatly
appreciate thoughtful reviews.

We next explored the role of a review. Reviews have three purposes: to check submissions for
clarity and correctness, to determine relevance to the audience, and, most significantly, to
illuminate the importance of the content. This third purpose is by far the most significant
and most difficult, and it is often completely overlooked by reviewers.

The remainder of the session focused on understanding what makes a paper important. We dis-
cussed that this might include a novel and/or generalizable insight about a scientific or societal fact,
a new technique or new application of existing techniques from other domains, or the presentation
of a framework/method/algorithm with high applicability and promise for real-world impact.

We practiced these reviewing skills by contemplating a review of the paper ”College Admissions
and Stability of Marriage” by Gale and Shapley (attached to the document), a Nobel-prize winning
work with significant impact both theoretically and in practice. We saw the paper could be rejected
with comments such as:

• college admissions is a significant application, but the model does not match the reality

• authors restrict attention to stable matchings, but blocking pairs may exist with incomplete
info

• optimality for students ignores colleges

• algorithm is a caricature of what anyway happens and hence not novel or likely to have much
impact

On the flip side, the paper could be accepted with comments such as:

• college admissions is a significant application, and the model nicely abstracts the key elements
making it tractable

• authors introduce stability, a nice notion that suggests the constructed matching should
persist regardless of information structures

• algorithm demonstrates permissive conditions such as having two sides in the market for
existence of stable (and optimal) matchings, making it widely applicable

• algorithm is intuitive enough to implement, making it easy to adopt in practice

We noted that the tendency of most reviewers is to reject papers as reject reviews are often easier
to write because all papers have shortcomings that are easy to see. Thus we concluded the session
with three challenges.
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1. Never say proofs are trivial (this is not a reason to reject a paper, and can even be a good
thing if it contributes to clarity) or hard (but rather what challenges authors overcame to
obtain the result and if it can be applied to other problems and hence is important). Never
say results are obvious (this is not a reason to reject a paper, and can even be a good thing as
it provides evidence that the abstractions in the model are correct) or surprising (but rather
what insights we learned from the result or about what drives certain facts).

2. Try hard to honestly accept every paper.

3. Even if you can’t bring yourself to accept a paper, state something valuable about it.
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10 COLLEGE ADMISSIONS AND STABILITY OF MARRIAGE Uanuary 

cants whom it would not admit under any circumstances even if it meant not 
filling its quota. From these data, consisting of the quotas of the colleges and 
the two sets of orderings, we wish to determine an assignment of applicants to 
colleges in accordance with some agreed-upon criterion of fairness. 

Stated in this way and looked at superficially, the solution may at first 
appear obvious. One merely makes the assignments "in accordance with" the 
given preferences. A little reflection shows that complications may arise. An 
example is the simple case of two colleges, A and B, and two applicants, a and fl, 
in which a prefers A and fl prefers B, but A prefers fl and B prefers a. Here, no 
assignment can satisfy all preferences. One must decide what to do about this 
sort of situation. On the philosophy that the colleges exist for the students 
rather than the other way around, it would be fitting to assign a to A and fl 
to B. This suggests the following admittedly vague principle: other things being 
equal, students should receive consideration over colleges. This remark is of 
little help in itself, but we will return to it later after taking up another more 
explicit matter. 

The key idea in what follows is the assertion that-whatever assignment is 
finally decided on-it is clearly desirable that the situation described in the 
following definition should not occur: 

DEFINITION. An assignment of applicants to colleges will be called unstable if 
there are two applicants a and fl who are assigned to colleges A and B, respectively, 
although fl prefers A to B and A prefers fl to a. 

Suppose the situation described above did occur. Applicant fl could in
dicate to college A that he would like to transfer to it, and A could respond 
by admitting fl, letting a go to remain within its quota. Both A and fl would 
consider the change an improvement. The original assignment is therefore 
"unstable" in the sense that it can be upset by a college and applicant acting 
together in a manner which benefits both. 

Our first requirement on an assignment is that it not exhibit instability. 
This immediately raises the mathematical question: will it always be possible 
to find such an assignment? An affirmative answer to this question will be given 
in the next section, and while the proof is not difficult, the result seems not en
tirely obvious, as some examples will indicate. 

Assuming for the moment that stable assignments do exist, we must still 
decide which among possibly many stable solutions is to be preferred. We now 
return to the philosophical principle mentioned earlier and give it a precise 
formulation. 

DEFINITION. A stable assignment is called optimal if every applicant is at least 
as well off under it as under any other stable assignment. 

Even granting the existence of stable assignments it is far from clear that 
there are optimal assignments. However, one thing that is clear is that the 











